
  

NPIs in Korean Ditransitives 
Background: In Korean, a negative polarity item (NPI) preceding a wh-phrase yields 

ungrammaticality, as in (1a); such sentences can however be rescued by fronting the wh-, as in 

(1b). Beck and Kim (1997, henceforth B&K) diagnose this contrast as an effect of the NPI 

intervening between wh- and C[WH] in (2).  
(1)    ‘What didn’t anyone read?’  

a. *Amuto   mueos-ul      ilkci-anh-ass-ni? 

      anyone(NOM)   what-ACC    read-NOT-PAST-Q?    

b.   Mueos-uli     amuto        ti    ilkci-anh-ass-ni? 

  what-ACC     anyone(NOM)        read-NOT-PAST-Q? 

(2) *[[… NPI [… wh- …]] C[WH]] 

Concretely, B&K propose that intervening NPIs block LF movement of wh- to C, resulting in 

failure of wh-feature checking (Chomsky1995;2000;2001). Thus if an NPI is c-commanded by a 

probe[WH] and c-commands a goal[WH], intervention occurs and rules out examples like (1a). 

Ditransitives: Korean shows an interesting asymmetry in ditransitive structures containing NPI 

and wh- DOs and IOs (3)/(4), based on the grammaticality judgment experiment (5 scale(0-4, 4:the 

most naturalness) was given in the experiment. The results were 1.23 for (3) and 2.78 for (4). The difference 

between them was statistically significant (p < .001)).  
(3)  *John-i           amukeosto         nuku-eke   cuci-anh-ass-ni?   

          John-NOM    anything(ACC)    who-DAT    give-NOT-PAST-Q? 

 ‘To whom didn’t John give anything?’ 

(4)  ?John-i          amueketo         mueos-ul    cuci-anh-ass-ni?   

            John-NOM    anyone(DAT)     what-ACC    give-NOT-PAST-Q? 

 ‘What didn’t John give to anyone?’ 

The contrast in (3)/(4) is puzzling under (2) since B&K’s “intervention effect” is evidently relieved 

in (4). Is it possible to reconcile the grammatical difference between (3)/(4) with B&K’s basic 

view that an intervening NPI blocks the wh-/ C[WH] relation? 

Analysis: We propose the contrast in (3)/(4) reflects a structural difference between them. We 

assume: (i) in ditransitive constructions, IO-DO and DO-IO orders are derivationally related 

(Chomsky 1955, Larson 1988), (ii) S-DO-IO-V is the base order in Korean and S-IO-DO-V is 

derived via VP-adjunction scrambling (VPS, Saito 1992) of IO. Under these assumptions, (3)/(4) 

have the structure of (5)/(6) respectively. 

(5) [CP [TP Si [vP ti [VP DONPI [ IOWH V]] T] C[WH]] 

(6) [CP [TP Sk [vP tk [VP IONPIj [VP DOWH [ tj V]]]] T] C[WH]]   

In (5), a base order in which NPI c-commands a wh- is expected to produce an intervention effect 

since the NPI blocks search from the higher C[WH]. We analyze (3) this way. When C[WH] probes 

its goal, search is blocked by DONPI since DONPI is closer to C[WH] than IOWH. Thus, (3) is ruled 

out by failure of wh-feature checking. Consider (4), analyzed as in (6), an instance of VPS. IONPI 

has raised to [Spec, VP]. As a result, DOWH and IONPI form multiple specifiers, which are 

equidistant from higher probes C[WH] (Chomsky, 2000). Hence, IONPI does not block the probe-

goal relationship between DOWH and C[WH]. (4)/(6) is therefore predicted to be better than (3)/(5).  

Conclusion: As we show, the pattern observed in (3)/(4) is exhibited in a broad range of Korean 

ditransitives (e.g. locatives, promise and spray-load constructions). Assuming S>DO>IO/Oblique 

order as basic for Korean, any base order with NPI over wh- will produce an intervention effect. 

However, VPS that raises an IO/Oblique NPI over a DOWH will not produce an intervention effect 

for the reasons given above. Our analysis thus appears to have broad relevance for Korean vP/VP 

structure and to shed light on the long standing question of base word order in the language. 
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